
 
 
June 30, 2006 
 
 
To Members of the Goldstein Award Selection Committee: 
 
 
I am very pleased to submit the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department’s Prostitution 
Exclusion Zone project for the 2006 Goldstein Award.  This project addressed the 
prostitution problem that has existed in Charlotte’s Camp Greene neighborhood since 
World War I.  Over the years, our department has devoted a tremendous amount of time 
and resources to this problem but had few positive results to show for it. 
 
The development and implementation of the prostitution exclusion zone ordinance is the 
result of the work of Sgt. Spencer Cochran, and Officers Norma Penix, Kenny Faulkner, 
and Scott Anderson.  These officers were willing to take ownership of the problem and 
worked diligently to organize the neighborhood to be effective partners.  The officers also 
learned to negotiate the political process and were willing to put in the time to collect and 
analyze the data they needed to build a business case for an exclusion zone. 
 
We have now completed our first year with the prostitution exclusion zone in place in 
Camp Greene.  The presence of prostitutes in the neighborhood has declined significantly 
and residents feel that their quality of life is much improved.  The Camp Greene 
neighborhood has had some significant decreases in burglaries and robberies that go 
against the trend of city wide increases in the same time period.  I am also pleased that 
the officers’ work in Camp Greene has led to the formation of a strong neighborhood 
organization that actively partners with CMPD in making Camp Greene a safer place to 
live. 
 
The Prostitution Exclusion Zone is a good example of the work that can be accomplished 
when officers take ownership of a problem, analyze it well, and build the partnerships 
they need to effect long term sustainable change.  I am pleased to submit this project for 
your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Darrel W. Stephens 
Chief of Police 
 
 



   Prostitution Exclusion Zone 
   Executive Summary 
 
 
Scanning: 
 
–Camp Greene neighborhood had prostitution problem since World War I. 
 
–High crime in area 
 
–Quality of life issues- children exposed to indecent acts; littering, excessive traffic,  
  
  declining property values 
 
–Health issues with highest incidence of new HIV cases in 28208 zip code 
 
–Traditional law enforcement tactics to fight prostitution had not been successful 
 
Analysis: 
 
–276 known prostitutes working in Camp Greene area 
 
–From September 2003-September 2004-354 prostitution related calls for service  
 
  resulting in 123 arrests 
 
–Highest number of prostitution related calls for service  and arrests of any area in the 
 
  city. 
 
–Study of 96 prostitutes arrested in four sweeps showed a total of 4,469 arrests among  

  them, 578 for prostitution 

–Prostitutes in custody no longer than 32-96 hours 

–Average cost of prostitution sting -$4,066.90 for each day 

–Neighborhood frustrated but lacked community organization or leadership to effectively 

  address the problem 

 

 



Response: 

–Internet search reveals ordinance in Portland, Oregon that deals with exclusion zones 

–Met with District Attorney from Portland to get additional detail 

–Worked with Police Attorney to draft ordinance that made Camp Greene a prostitution  

  free zone 

–Ordinance excludes prostitutes and johns who have been arrested, and probable cause  

  has been established, for 90 days; exclusion goes to one year upon conviction 

–Ordinance establishes variances for residential, educational, employment purposes, etc. 

–Officers helped to organize the Camp Greene community to support their efforts 

–Sought support of Chief of Police, District Attorney, defense attorneys and judges 

–Ordinance went to Council Community Safety Committee for input and endorsement;  

  potential displacement of prostitution problem was primary concern 

–Media used to publicize the ordinance; explained to affected prostitutes through in- 

 person contacts 

Assessment: 

–Prostitution related arrests and calls for service have declined in the exclusion zone 

–36 exclusions have been issued 

–Metro Division officers continue to partner with McLeod Center and the Health 

  Department to provides services to prostitutes to help them change their lives; new  

  classes available to johns 

–Crime has declined in exclusion zone; notable decreases in robbery and burglary   

  despite city wide increases during same time period 

–Camp Greene Neighborhood has remained organized; now has strong association and  



  leadership 

–Positive media from both print and electronic media 

–Displacement not a major issue 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Project Description: Prostitution Exclusion Zone   
  

 
Scanning 

 
Prostitution-it’s known as the oldest profession in the world. For one Charlotte, North 

Carolina neighborhood, it certainly seemed to be the oldest crime problem in 

neighborhood history.  The Camp Greene neighborhood originated as an army training 

camp in World War One; at one time the camp had a population of 60,000 people.  

During the war, Congress established prostitution free zones around army camps to 

protect the moral welfare of the troops.  That effort proved less than successful.  After the 

war, the army left Camp Greene but the prostitution problem remained.  For some eighty 

years, the neighborhood endured a prostitution problem so pervasive that the 

neighborhood was listed on a world sex guide website as a place to pick up a prostitute.  

For the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police officers assigned to the city’s Metro Division, the 

oldest profession was a source of continuing frustration as they attempted to fight it with  

the oldest and most traditional law enforcement tactics, primarily centered around 

prostitution stings targeting both prostitutes and johns. 

 

Both police and Camp Greene residents were deeply concerned about the effect that the 

constant presence of prostitutes had on the neighborhood.  It was not uncommon to see 

prostitutes around the four day care centers and two churches in the neighborhood.  

Church members would arrive on Sunday mornings and be greeted by prostitutes sitting 

on the church steps with their legs open in an attempt to entice customers.  Prostitutes 

would have sex and use the bathroom in residents’ yards and it was not uncommon for 

residents to start their day by clearing condoms and drug paraphernalia from their yards.  
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Children boarding school busses in the early morning hours were exposed to prostitutes 

at work in the area. One employee of a business in the neighborhood reported that he 

came to work early one morning and was approached by a woman he knew was a 

prostitute. He told her he was just coming to work; she replied, “Really, I’m just working 

too.” 

 

Police officers were concerned about the broader implications of the prostitution problem 

in the Camp Greene community.  The presence of prostitutes was one of the primary 

contributors to robbery and assault rates in the areas.  There were also significant public 

health issues related to the prostitution problem.  A study conducted by the local Health 

Department in 2003 showed that the 28208 zip code where the Camp Greene 

neighborhood is located had the highest rate of newly reported HIV cases in the county, 

with almost half of those cases having already escalated into AIDS.   

 

The Camp Greene neighborhood was also in a highly visible part of the city of Charlotte.  

It was only 1.3 miles to the main intersection in the center city and less than a mile from 

Bank of America Stadium where the NFL’s Carolina Panthers play their home games.  

Camp Greene is also on a main thoroughfare to and from Charlotte’s airport.  Both 

officers and neighborhood residents were concerned about the impression that the 

neighborhood made on visitors to the area and the damage it could do to Charlotte’s 

image as a modern “New South” city. 
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Residents in the Camp Greene neighborhood had a strong desire to take back their 

neighborhood, if they could figure out how to do so.  Given the level of concern on the 

part of both residents and police, Metro Division Sergeant Spence Cochran and Officers 

Norma Penix, Kenny Faulkner, and Scott Anderson made up their minds to find a way to 

decrease the prostitution problem in Camp Greene.  

 

     Analysis 

 

The officers decided that the best way to attack the problem was to first be sure they fully 

understood it.   They began by gathering available data which allowed them to identify 

276 known prostitutes who frequented the Camp Greene area.  They studied calls for 

service records and found that in the twelve months from September 2003 through 

September 2004, there were 354 prostitution related calls for service which had resulted 

in 123 prostitution related arrests.  They also examined the data regarding johns arrested 

in the area  and found that a third were White, a third were African American, and a third 

were Hispanic.  This was an indicator that the problem crossed racial and ethnic 

boundaries.  The officers worked with crime analysts to compare calls for service and 

arrest figures for the Camp Greene neighborhood with those from other areas of the city 

that had identifiable neighborhood based prostitution problems.  They found that the 

Camp Greene neighborhood had, by far, the largest number of prostitution related calls 

for service and arrests.  
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Sgt. Cochran conducted a study of the arrests of 96 prostitutes who had been arrested in 

three prostitution sweeps in 2002 and one in May of 2003.  He found that these 96 

women had 4,469 arrests among them.  578 were for prostitution and 444 were for drug 

related charges.  Out of the 96 women arrested, only three had no previous drug arrests, 

reconfirming that most of the prostitutes in the area were in the business to support drug 

habits, especially cocaine addiction. 

 

Metro Division officers had primarily been attacking the problem through traditional 

enforcement measures including prostitution stings and reversals.  Johns convicted of 

soliciting for prostitution in the area had their pictures shown on a program called 

“Shame T.V.” which ran on the city’s cable Government Channel.  Letters were sent to 

the registered owners of vehicles telling them the vehicle had been seen in an area with 

frequent arrests for prostitution and illegal drug activity.  The officers knew these 

methods were not solving the problem and cited one three day prostitution sting where 

they arrested the same prostitute twice because she had been released from jail so quickly 

and had immediately returned to the neighborhood to resume her normal business 

activities. 

 

Despite all of the effort that went into the prostitutions stings, police had little to show for 

their efforts.  For the 2002 stings, prostitutes were held in custody for an average of only 

32 hours and were often right back on the street as soon as they were released.  By May 

of 2003, the average hours in custody had increased to 96, due to a new program initiated 

by the McLeod Center, a local drug treatment center that had created an academy to work 
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with prostitutes on drug rehabilitation and life skills training, including how to find a job.  

Prostitutes were now being kept in jail long enough for them to be contacted by a 

caseworker from the McLeod Center and offered the opportunity to attend the academy 

voluntarily.  Habitual prostitutes must either complete the program or serve a 120 day jail 

sentence.  While this program has real promise in allowing the police department’s pro 

arrest policy to succeed where it had previously failed, it is still not enough. 

 

The analysis also included calculating the cost of an average police sting, factoring in the 

cost of the 2 sergeants, 15 officers, and four rented undercover vehicles that were used 

for each one day sting.  That cost came to $4,066.90 for each ten hours a sting was in 

operation. 

 

The officers remained frustrated because their efforts were showing only short term 

results and their time was spent in an endless cycle of repeat calls for service and 

expensive stings that had no lasting impact on the prostitution problem.  In the meantime, 

Camp Greene residents were increasingly frustrated by declining property values; the 

presence of trash, much of which created a health hazard; excessive vehicle traffic; 

business customers who were being harassed; and area residents, including children, and 

business customers, who were being exposed to indecent acts. 

 

The officers knew that any efforts they made to impact the prostitution problem would 

need the support of the Camp Greene community. Although the residents were united in 

their frustration with the problem, they did not have any type of community organization 
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or leadership to help them take any positive action.  Officers Penix, Anderson, and 

Faulkner organized a community meeting which one of the local churches agreed to host. 

They publicized the meeting by developing a flyer with the Heading “Are You Tired of 

Prostitutes in Your Community?” which was distributed door to door.  40 residents 

attended that meeting and promised to support police efforts, including reporting all 

criminal activity so police could gather the needed documentation to support whatever 

action plan they developed.  Armed with community support and feeling a sense of 

ownership in the problems of the Camp Greene community, the officers moved forward 

with finding a new solution to an old problem. 

 

     Response 

 

As the officers attempted to find a more lasting solution to the prostitution problem in 

Camp Greene, they conducted internet searches to see how other communities dealt with 

the issue. During one of those searches, the officers found an ordinance from Portland, 

Oregon that dealt with exclusion zones for drugs and prostitution.  Intrigued by the 

concept, the officers sought out Jim Hayden, a district attorney from Portland, during his 

visit to Columbia, South Carolina for a speaking engagement.  He gave them valuable 

guidance on how to explore the possibility of such an ordinance for Charlotte. 

 

The officers presented the data they had collected to Police Attorney Bruce McDonald 

who worked with them to craft an ordinance that would create a prostitution exclusion 

zone in the Camp Greene neighborhood.  The boundaries of the zone were fully 
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delineated in a three page geographic description of the zone.  Under this ordinance, 

members of the sex worker industry could be excluded from the geographic areas defined 

as the prostitution exclusion zone if they were arrested and a magistrate issued an order 

based upon probable cause for a series of prostitution related offenses.  These offenses 

included soliciting for prostitution or a crime against nature, loitering for prostitution/ 

crime against nature, engaging in prostitution/crime against nature, occupying a 

conveyance for prostitution, etc.  Once a magistrate has found probable cause on one or 

more of these charges, an officer goes to the jail and issues a 90 day exclusion to the 

individual charged under the ordinance.  Requiring a finding of probable cause to issue 

an exclusion is one way that the Charlotte ordinance differs from Portland’s. It adds an 

extra level of protection that helped the ordinance to gain acceptance from the District 

Attorney, defense attorneys and judges who were asked for their input as the ordinance 

was being drafted.  If the individual is ultimately convicted on the charges, the exclusion 

becomes effective for one year.  Individuals charged can receive a variance to the 

ordinance which allows them to enter the prostitution exclusion zone (PEZ). for specified 

purposes: 

 –Residential; may travel in the zone directly to and from their residence 

 –Essential Needs: may travel in the zone to obtain food, physical care or medical 

  attention, if those needs cannot be reasonably satisfied outside the PEZ 

–Educational: may travel in the PEZ to enroll at or attend a school 

–Employment: may travel in the PEZ if an employee, owner, or agent of a place 

  of lawful employment or to perform employment related services to a lawful 

  employer 
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–Social Services: may travel in the zone to obtain social services related to health 

  or well-being and the social service agency has written rules and regulations  

  prohibiting the unlawful use and sale of controlled substances by clients 

Any individual subject to the provisions of a variance must have that variance in their 

possession at all times when traveling within the PEZ and present it to a police officer 

upon request.  The individual must be traveling directly to or from the location for which 

the variance was issued.  An individual in the PEZ in violation of the terms of their 

variance is subject to arrest for second degree trespass or a violation of the City Code.  

The ordinance provides an appeals process.   

 

Once the officers began working with the Police Attorney on the ordinance, they 

presented their problem analysis and the concept for the ordinance to Police Chief Darrel 

Stephens at his monthly problem solving meeting with the Metro Division. Stephens 

liked the concept and gave officers the green light to move forward.  His support was 

crucial in moving the ordinance forward including making it a priority for the Police 

Attorney and getting the ordinance into the political process through the City Manager’s 

Office. 

 

Throughout the process, the officers kept Camp Greene residents informed of the 

proposed ordinance.  They invited the City Council member who represents the Camp 

Greene neighborhood to one of their community meetings.  He was solicited by a 

prostitute as he came to the neighborhood church for the meeting, giving him a strong 

sense of the problem and the need for a meaningful solution. 
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Once the ordinance was fully conceptualized, the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 

Department took it to the City Council’s Community Safety Committee for review and 

input.  The Committee was generally supportive of the ordinance as they too wanted to 

address the most visible prostitution problem in the city and were supportive of the police 

department’s goals of improving the neighborhood’s quality of life, reducing the vehicle 

traffic in the area, reducing crime, and reducing calls for service.   However, they did 

have some concerns that needed to be addressed.  At the time the ordinance was 

originally presented to the committee, it referred to prostitution free zones.  This 

generated considerable discussion since, in theory, every part of the city should legally be 

free of prostitution.  The decision was made to call the zone a prostitution exclusion zone 

based on the goal of keeping prostitutes out of the areas for an extended period of time.  

The Committee was also concerned about the issue of displacement, fearing that the 

ordinance might solve the problem in Camp Greene by simply transferring it to adjacent 

neighborhoods.  Officers promised to monitor the displacement factor.  The Committee 

then endorsed the ordinance and recommended its adoption by the full City Council. 

 

Once the full Council adopted the ordinance, to be effective June 1, 2005, the Metro 

Division enlisted the local media as a partner in promoting the ordinance, creating both 

community awareness of the significance of the prostitution problem and how the 

ordinance would work on a practical basis.  The Metro Division also began educating the 

prostitutes who were soon to be subject to the provisions of the ordinance through their 

regular contacts in the street.  They found that the news of the ordinance spread quickly! 
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     Assessment 

 

Charlotte’s Prostitution Exclusion Zone Ordinance went into effect on June 1, 2005 and 

has proven to be an effective tool in reducing the level of prostitution and related crime in 

the target area.   

 

There have been 37 people arrested in the zone for prostitution related offenses as 

compared to 50 in a comparable period prior to implementation of the ordinance.   

To date, 36 people have been excluded from the zone.  Of that number, 21 are active 

exclusions, 7 are pending, and 8 were dismissed in court.   Six of the dismissals were for 

johns who now have the option of attending a new program at the McLeod Center which 

provides counseling and classes on several topics including health issues. Johns who 

successfully complete the course can have their cases adjudicated through a prayer for 

judgment continued.  Some dismissals are also the result of a high turnover rate in the 

District Attorney’s Office, with new assistant district attorneys not familiar with the 

ordinance.  The Metro Division is addressing that problem through ongoing training with 

the District Attorney’s Office. 

 

There have been 25 re-arrests in the zone.  3 were for prostitution, 6 were for orders for 

arrest or other state statutes.  Six prostitutes have been rearrested 16 times among them 

for violating the ordinance.   12 individuals have been rearrested outside the zone.  One 

of the arrests was a john who was soliciting for prostitution in another area of the city, 8 
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were for orders for arrest or other state statutes, 1 was for DWI, 1 for assault, and 1 for 

possession of cocaine. 

 

Calls for service to the area designated as the prostitution exclusion zone have been 

reduced.  From June 1, 2005 through March 10, 2006, there were 157 prostitution related 

calls for service as compared to 240 calls in the nine months prior to the implementation 

of the ordinance. 

 

Crime in the target area has declined.  In the period from June 1, 2004 to May 31, 2005 

(the year before the ordinance went into effect), there were 660 Part One UCR offenses in 

the area now designated as the prostitution exclusion zone.  From June 1, 2005 to May 

31, 2006 (the first year the ordinance was in effect), there were 574 Part one UCR 

offenses, a decrease of 13%.  Most notable are a 48.7% decrease in robberies as 

compared to an increase of 11% citywide and a 33.1% decrease in burglaries as 

compared to a 5.1% increase in the entire city. 

 

The Camp Greene neighborhood has responded enthusiastically to the ordinance.  

Residents report feeling safer and more likely to let their children play outside without 

fear they will be exposed to indecent acts.  Residents also report decreased vehicular 

traffic throughout the neighborhood.  Metro Division officers recently presented an 

update on the ordinance to the City Council’s Community Safety Committee and were 

accompanied to the meeting by Brain Fincher, the president of the Camp Greene 

Neighborhood Association. Mr. Fincher told the committee about the positive effect the 
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ordinance has had on the neighborhood.   Mr. Fincher says that it is “amazing how much 

the neighborhood has been cleaned up.”  He says that Camp Greene residents are back 

out in their yards and are not afraid of being solicited.  Mr. Fincher stated that this project 

proves that “if a neighborhood bands together and works with police and city 

government, things can change.”   

 

The prostitution problem and the resulting ordinance proved to be a catalyst for the 

organization of a strong neighborhood association which now meets monthly at a local 

church which received a grant to provide dinner prior to the meeting.  The neighborhood 

association now publishes its own newsletter to which the Metro Division officers are 

regular contributors.  For the Camp Greene community, the prostitution exclusion zone 

has come full circle, 88 years after it was first tried to protect the morals of soldiers 

during Word War One. 

 

Some of the prostitutes credit the ordinance with getting them out of the zone and forcing 

them to re-evalaute their lives. One transvestite, who was known on the street as Mom, 

has now gotten a job, and is going back to school with a scholarship. The prostitutes are 

still offered the services of McLeod Center to fight their drug addiction and to learn life 

skills.  Representatives from the McLeod Center and the Health Department accompany 

the officers on prostitution stings and attempt to establish relationships with the women at 

the time of arrest.  The officers also continue to send letters to the owners of vehicles 

seen in the area in an attempt to discourage johns from coming into the neighborhood. 
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The local media has given the prostitution exclusion zone positive coverage, touting the 

success of the ordinance.  The ordinance and the Camp Greene community have been 

featured on the Police Department’s cable television show CMPD Today.  It is a 

testament to the success of the ordinance that it was difficult to find a prostitute in the 

Camp Greene area when the piece on the ordinance was filmed. 

 

Displacement of prostitutes from the exclusion zone does not appear to be a major issue.  

Some of the women who worked the Camp Greene area are now active in other areas of 

the city but they have not relocated to any one area in large numbers nor have they had a 

negative effect on the neighborhoods adjacent to Camp Greene.  The displacement has 

been manageable for police since it has not been concentrated in large numbers in any 

one area of the city. 

 

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department is pleased with the results of its first 

prostitution exclusion zone and will consider asking Charlotte’s City Council to add 

additional zones if a prostitution problem becomes concentrated in a geographic area that 

lends itself to the zone concept.  The Prostitution Exclusion Zone is a good example of 

police, the community, and local government working together to build a safer, more 

livable city. 
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Agency and Officer Information 

 

–This problem solving initiative was adopted by officers in the Metro Division who work 

   in the response area that includes the Camp Greene neighborhood. It had the support of  

   their chain of command and the Chief of Police. 

 

–Officers receive training in problem oriented policing as a part of their recruit training 

 

–The only incentive provided to police officers who engage in problem solving is the  

  opportunity to receive the Chief’s Award for Excellence in Policing for successful  

  projects.  The awards are presented annually during National Police Week. 

 

–The officers used the internet to research how other communities have addressed the  

  prostitution problem; they also used a district attorney from Portland, Oregon as a  

  resource. 

 

–The problem solving model was effective in dealing with this problem. 

 

–The resources committed to this project were a portion of the time of Sgt. Spence  

Cochran, Officers Norma Penix, Scott Anderson and Kenneth Faulkner, and Police 

Attorney Bruce McDonald. There were no resources outside of the existing department 

budget. 
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Contact Person: 
 
Sgt. Spencer Cochran 
 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 
Metro Division 
601 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202 
 
Phone: 704-336-2724 
Fax:   704-353-0345 
rcochran@cmpd.org  
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